THE ULTIMATE BACHELOR PARTY
SCAVENGER HUNT
Pre-Dinner Drink
-

Have each married guest tell the groom what he misses the most about being
single. The best man picks the most miserable son-of-a-bitch and they must do a
shot with the groom to get the night started.

-

Mark your bachelor while he sings the chorus of whatever the couple considers
to be “their song.” If he can’t remember the words, or they don’t have one – he
takes a shot.

-

The bachelor must take a body shot off of someone of the opposite sex. If they
can’t find anyone who will do it… They have to take two shots off someone of
the same sex.

-

Find members of the opposite sex who have names where the first letter spells out
the name of the bride (as an example, if her name was Pam – Paula, Ann, and
Margaret). Get a kiss from each girl. For each one he gets on the lips, he gets a
free pass -1 shot he can use at any time during the night. For a French kiss, he
gets -2.

(This section assumes that you are at some sort of bar or tavern to start the night. If not,
assign these throughout the night, wherever it’s the most appropriate.)
Limo/Drive To Dinner*
-

Bachelor takes a shot for every car seen that has a man and woman arguing.

-

Bachelor takes a shot for every car seen that has a woman driving while talking
on a cell phone without a hands-free device.

-

Bachelor takes a shot for every woman driver breaking some sort of a traffic law.

-

Everyone (except the designated driver, if not in a limo) takes a shot for every
street you cross where its name starts with the same letter as the first name of the
bride.

Dinner
-

Have the groom empty his wallet of any money. Tell him that this is to prepare
him for what having a wife will be like. (Editors note: This also ensures that the
bachelor will not spend any of his own money. Tell him that it will be returned at
the end of the night -- as long as he accomplishes all of these tasks.)

-

Check the wallet for pictures of his future bride. Take a shot for every picture of
her. Take two shots for every picture of a girl who is not his wife (or a relative –
let’s not be too trailer park, here.) If there aren’t any – take three.

-

Have your bachelor order his favorite “manly” appetizer (i.e.: buffalo wings,
potato skins, etc.). Give him two minutes to eat as many as he can. As he gorges
on them, tell him how this symbolizes what it will be like to sneak these types of
foods from his future wife, who will be more worried about his cholesterol than
for his happiness. For every piece left, he must do one shot.

-

Get a kiss/hug from the cutest waitress. If it’s a hug, -1 shot for the night. If it’s a
kiss on the cheek, -2 shots. If it’s on the lips, -3 shots. If denied – take one shot
just for being hopeless.

Limo/Drive To Strip Club*
-

Bachelor takes a shot for every woman driver seen that’s been pulled over by a
cop.

-

Bachelor takes a shot for every woman driver that is driving the same make and
color of car as the bride’s.

-

Bachelor takes a shot for every woman driver in a stalled car on the side of the
road.

-

Everyone (except the designated driver, if not in a limo) takes a shot for every
street you cross where its name starts with the same letter as the bride’s future last
name. (Hint: It’s probably the groom’s, but not always.)

Strip Club
-

The bachelor’s job is to get a thong collection from the girls. Start off by giving
him $50. He can do it either by begging, negotiation, or outright purchase – but
he can’t go over the $50. Take score before you leave. If he gets 10-15 (or more),
he gets -1 shot. If he gets 6-10, he gets a free pass. If he only gets 1-5, he takes 1
shot. As a bonus – if she takes it off right in front of him, the bachelor gets -1
shots for each one.

-

Have the bachelor ask three of the dancers to show him the best reason for not
getting married. For each one that involves some sort of physical contact, -1 shot.

-

Have the bachelor find a stripper that is actually a sports fan. If he finds one, -1
shot. If she can name all the schools in the Pac 10, he gets -2 shots.

Limo/Drive To Night Club*
-

Bachelor takes a shot for every guest who can’t touch their nose with their eyes
closed.

-

Bachelor takes a shot for each guy who has been with his significant other for
more than five years.

-

Out of those same guys, bachelor gets -1 shot for each guy who was told by his
significant other not to get a lap dance that night – but did anyway.

-

If the bachelor had less than 10 lap dances, everyone does +2 shots.

Night Club
-

Look for a bachelorette party and get a flash from the bride-to-be. If it’s butt, he
gets -1 shot. If it’s her boobs, he gets -2 shots. And if it’s her… Well, you
know… He gets -3 shots, and a hearty pat on the back.

-

Have the bachelor take a panty color survey from as many of the girls in the
bar/nightclub as possible. (It’s fun if you can actually get them to prove it). Find
out which color is most represented – then take a shot that is that color.

-

Have your groom get a phone number from the hottest girl in the club. If he’s
denied, he takes a shot and tries with the next hottest. Repeat until successful -or passed out.

-

Once the groom gets the number, ritually burn it in front of him in order to
symbolize the good life he will never be able to experience again. Point and
mock accordingly.

(* Important Legal Note: These portions assume that you have hired a limo for the night.
If you are not in a limo, you will clearly not be able to do the shots until you get to your
destination. Just add them up and do them at the next location. And not to belabor the
obvious, the designated driver should not do any at all.)

